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ABSTRACT
Motivation: Repetitive DNA sequences, besides having a
variety of regulatory functions, are one of the principal causes
of genomic instability. Understanding their origin and evolu-
tion is of fundamental importance for genome studies. The
identification of repeats and their units helps in deducing the
intra-genomic dynamics as an important feature of compar-
ative genomics. A major difficulty in identification of repeats
arises from the fact that the repeat units can be either exact or
imperfect, in tandem or dispersed, and of unspecified length.
Results: The Spectral Repeat Finder program circumvents
these problems by using a discrete Fourier transformation to
identify significant periodicities present in a sequence. The
specific regions of the sequence that contribute to a given
periodicity are located through a sliding window analysis, and
an exact search method is then used to find the repetitive
units. Efficient and complete detection of repeats is provided
together with interactive and detailed visualization of the spec-
tral analysis of input sequence. We demonstrate the utility
of our method with various examples that contain previously
unannotated repeats. A Web server has been developed for
convenient access to the automated program.
Availability: The Web server is available at http://www.imtech.
res.in/raghava/srf and http://www2.imtech.res.in/raghava/srf
Contact: r.ramaswamy@mail.jnu.ac.in
INTRODUCTION
The genomes of all eukaryotes contain repetitive elements of
varying lengths that can occupy a significant fraction of the
total DNA content. More than 50% of the human genome is
thought to consist of repeats of various types (Lander et al.,
2001). Since repetitive DNA sequences are presumed to be
important in a number of regulatory functions (Tautz et al.,
∗To whom correspondence should be addressed.
1986; Pardue et al., 1987; Bucher and Yagil, 1991; Burge et al.,
1992; Lu et al., 1993; Kundu and Rao, 1999) and are one of
the principal causes of genomic instability, their identification
within genomic DNA sequences is of considerable importance
and interest.
There are two major groups of repeats in eukaryotic gen-
omes: tandem repeats that are usually confined to specific
chromosomal regions and repeats interspersed with genomic
DNA mainly represented by inactive (pseudogenes) copies of
historically or contemporarily active transposable elements
(Strachan and Read, 1999). Tandem repeats are grouped
into three major subclasses: satellites, minisatellites and
microsatellites (Strachan and Read, 1999). Satellite repeats
are composed of very long tandem arrays of 5–171 bp repeat
units usually present at centromeres. Minisatellites consists
of tandem repeats of short units of about 6–64 bp located near
the telomeres, while microsatellite repeats are highly repet-
itive sequences consisting of 1–4 bp repeated up to 50 times
as tandem arrays dispersed throughout all the chromosomes.
Likewise, interspersed repeats can also be subgrouped into
five types: Short Interspersed Nuclear Elements (SINEs),
Long Interspersed Nuclear Elements (LINEs), Long Terminal
Repeats (LTRs), DNA transposons and others (Smit, 1996).
Exact repeats are multiple copies of a given unit that may
be present in tandem or separated by distances of more than
1 bp (i.e. dispersed repeats). When exact repeats in DNA
have mutated excessively, both tandem and dispersed repeats
become difficult to locate, and one of the major challenges
in repeat detection is the location of such latent or hidden
repeats. Owing to the lack of observable periodicity, these
can be difficult to identify using traditional programs.
Both exact and heuristic methods for locating repeats have
been developed in the past (Kurtz et al., 2000). Typically,
exact methods first formally define a model of a repeat
and then locate all regions in a given sequence that satisfy
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this definition. A simple a priori method that finds repeats
without prior knowledge is a dot plot in which a plot of
sequence against itself is created, as in Dotter (Sonnhammer
and Durbin, 1995). Heuristic methods are useful in deal-
ing with large sequences but are not guaranteed to find all
possible repeats. However, these are of considerable utility:
for instance, the program RepeatMasker (Smit and Green,
unpublished data) helps to remove or mask repetitive DNA in
genomic sequences since these tend to confuse sequence ana-
lysis programs. The program defines a repeat as a substring
that occurs ‘very often’ in a genome and then employs an exact
or approximate string matching of the given sequence using a
dictionary of known repeat sequences. A number of programs
such as FORRepeats (Lefebvre et al., 2003) and REPuter
(Kurtz et al., 2001) have been developed for identification
of repeats on a genomic scale. Similarly, programs such
as Tandem Repeat Finder (TRF; Benson, 1999), Tandyman
(http://www.stdgen.lanl.gov/tandyman/index.html, unpub-
lished data), Sputnik (http://abajian.net/sputnik, unpublished
data), Mreps (Kolpakov and Kucherov, 1999, 2001) and
TROLL (Castelo et al., 2002) are designed to find tandem
repeats from a DNA sequence.
In the present paper, we implement a Fourier transform (FT)
method in order to locate and identify repetitive DNA and its
constituent units. This method, which we have named Spectral
Repeat Finder (SRF), is useful for detecting tandem as well
as dispersed repeats, and can also locate latent periodicities
within genomic DNA. There has been extensive use of correla-
tion functions and the related Fourier spectra to analyse DNA
sequences (Arques and Michel, 1987, 1990; Pasquier et al.,
1998; Herzel et al., 1999), including the use of power spectra
to locate protein-coding regions using the three-base periodic
property of coding genes (Tiwari et al., 1997; Yan et al., 1998;
Issac et al., 2002). Spectral techniques have not, so far, been
extensively used to detect repetitive sequences even though it
would seem that they are ideally suited for detecting periodic
patterns. The method we propose here first identifies the length
of the potential repeat unit present in any DNA sequence by
evaluating the power spectrum. Subsequently, the sequence
is scanned at particular individual frequencies to locate the
approximate region(s) where the repeat units are contained.
Potential seed patterns from these regions are then used to
identify repeats through an exact method.
We have developed a Web server (http://www.imtech.res.in/
raghava/srf) that implements the method. Here, we present
results from applications of SRF on a number of examples.
These include unannotated DNA sequences as well as cases
of existing annotations, where we show that our method
reveals hitherto unknown repeat units in addition to the
annotated repeats. SRF extends the previously developed
GeneScan algorithm (Tiwari et al., 1997) to distinguish the
repeat regions. The server gives users information such as
the initial seed pattern that is searched for in the predicted
region, the Fourier spectrum from both the initial FT and the
window-based FT, the score for each pattern and a colored dis-
play of patterns and their positions along the DNA sequence.
METHODS
Algorithm
Consider a DNA sequence of length n,
α1α2α3 · · ·αn,
where αi is the base (A, T, G or C) at position i. The structure
of symbolic correlations within the sequence is most simply
explored through correlation functions of the type
Cαβ(r) = 〈Uα(i) Uβ(i + r)〉 α, β ∈ {A, T , G, C}, (1)
where Uα(i) = 1 if αi , the symbol at position i, is α
and 0 otherwise. Uα(i) is termed the ‘indicator function’ or
‘projection operator’ (Voss, 1992; Tiwari et al., 1997) and
〈· · ·〉 denotes an average over the string [note that Cαβ(r) is
not normalized]. In the past several years, the self-correlation,
C(r) =
∑
α
Cαα(r), (2)
has been most commonly studied. If there is a non-trivial
N -base correlation such as is caused by a repetitive unit,
the correlation function has a near recurrence at this period,
namely, C(r) ≈ C(N + r) (Herzel et al., 1999). It is compu-
tationally simpler to consider the Fourier transform of C(r),
which is an entirely equivalent method of examining correla-
tions. One commonly used definition for the power spectrum
(Silverman and Linsker, 1986; Li et al., 1994) is
S(f ) =
∑
α
1
n2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
j=1
Uα(j)e
2πifj
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (3)
A peak at frequency f = 1/N in the spectrum indicates that
the correlation function has N -base periodicity; see Li (1997)
for a detailed discussion of the Fourier spectrum and its con-
nection with the correlation function. It should be pointed out
that while a N -base correlation does not necessarily imply the
presence of a repeat unit of length N , the converse is true: the
existence of repeats of length N will give rise to a peak at
frequency f = 1/N . [In this context, recall that the three-
base periodicity in coding sequences gives a sharp peak in the
power spectrum at frequency 1/3 (Fickett, 1982; Tiwari et al.,
1997), though, of course, coding regions are not composed of
three-base repeats.]
Our study of the power spectrum of a number of sequences
suggests a simple method for discovering hidden periodicit-
ies. This applies in both instances, for tandem and dispersed
repeats, as well as when they are imperfect or ‘noisy’. For
a sequence string of length n, periodicities of the order of
n/2 can in principle show up in the power spectrum, which is
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computed at frequencies f = k/2n, k = 1, 2, . . . , n. We first
identify those frequencies, fi , such that
S(fi)/S¯ > T , (4)
where the spectral average
S¯ = 1
n
(
1 + 1
n
−
∑
α
ρ2
α
)
(5)
and ρα is the frequency of nucleotide α in the sequence.
The significance of any spectral line should be assessed with
respect to the spectral average, namely through its signal-to-
noise (S/N) ratio. Peaks with S/N greater than 2 typically
begin to be significant, but from a number of studies, we find
that since random fluctuations can frequently drive a spec-
tral line to this level, a more prudent criterion would require
a higher threshold (T ); this threshold is similar to the dis-
criminator used in the gene finding method (Tiwari et al.,
1997) and is quite insensitive to window and/or sequence
length. We find from a number of simulations (Fig. 4 and
the related discussion) that a threshold of S/N = 4 is useful
(Tiwari et al., 1997; Ramaswamy and Ramachandran, 1999;
Aggarwal and Ramaswamy, 2002) and this makes it possible
to locate repeats, which constitute as little as 2% of the total
sequence (Table 2).
Having found candidate repeat lengths Ni = 1/fi , the
S/N ratio of the spectral peak at frequency fi is computed in
a sliding window along the sequence. As for coding regions
(Tiwari et al., 1997), it is simple to identify the regions con-
taining the repeats as those where the S/N ratio exceeds the
threshold. Since the length of the repeat (1/fi) and the region
containing the repeats are both completely specified, the actual
repeats can be easily identified by testing possible Nimers in
the region for the occurrence of multiple copies. This can
be done by exact enumeration or even by a heuristic local
alignment method.
We summarize the SRF algorithm in the following steps:
Step 1: Input a DNA sequence of length n.
Step 2: Compute the power spectrum, S(f ), and the
spectral average, S¯, of the entire sequence.
Step 3: Identify all peaks with S(fi)/S¯ > T (the threshold,
here chosen to be 4). For each frequency fi so
identified, there are potential repeats of length
Ni = 1/fi .
Step 4: For each of these, compute Pm(j) = S(fi)/S¯ in
a sliding window of length m centered on position
j in the sequence. Regions containing a repeat of
length Ni can be identified directly as those where
Pm(j) exceeds the threshold.
Step 5: Since both the repeat length, Ni , and its location are
known, an exact method (step 6) is used to identify
the repeat units.
Step 6: Consider all Nimers in the repeat region and
identify those occurring most frequently by local
alignment. This automatically makes it possible to
allow for insertions and deletions to any desired
level.
In principle, sequences of any size can be analyzed through
the above approach, but there are practical limitations arising
from the fact that the power spectrum tends to get crowded,
and therefore assessing the significance of a peak can be
difficult. Therefore we split long sequences (>15 kb) in over-
lapping segments of length 10 kb; each of these segments
is then analyzed individually for the presence of repetitive
units. Results from the analysis of Plasmodium sequences of
varying lengths (>50 kb) are available at http://www.imtech.
res.in/raghava/srf/supl/longseq.html. The time complexity of
the present algorithm is O(n2); efforts are under way to
improve the time performance through incorporation of a
heuristic local alignment technique such as BLAST (Altschul
et al., 1997) or FASTA (Pearson and Lipman, 1988).
Tandem repeats give the strongest signals, namely very
high S/N ratios of the corresponding spectral peaks. This sig-
nal degrades both with dispersion and with imperfection, as
can be expected since this affects the correlation function,
C(r) (Fig. 4). We illustrate the utility of the present technique
with some representative examples in the next section. In all
cases we use the threshold T = 4. The choice of window
length and slide length is made heuristically, but typically we
use m a multiple of Ni , and slide lengths of 1 nt.
Implementation
To evaluate the ability of SRF to find repeats, we analyzed
a number of annotated sequences that are known to con-
tain repeats. We present here two examples of previously
annotated sequences and demonstrate the ability of SRF to
detect additional and previously unknown latent periodicities
of potential significance.
Consider the microsatellite sequence M96445, annotated
for the presence of dinucleotide repeats. The power spectrum
shown in Figure 1a however suggests that there may be, in
addition, unannotated hexamer repeats that give rise to the
peak at f = 1/6. The peaks are of comparable height, indic-
ating that the two repeats are in about the same proportion.
A sliding window analysis at this latter frequency (Fig. 1b)
suggests that the hexamer repeats are located between 1
and 160 bp; detailed analysis of the sequence by SRF
(Fig. 1c) revealed the presence of imperfect copies of the 6mer
GGCTGT.
As is well known, many naturally occurring sequences are
composed of a complex pattern of repeats, many of which
are not conserved. Existing algorithms often have difficulty
in this regard: e.g. in the above-mentioned case, TRF loc-
ated only the dinucleotide repeats in the sequence (analysis
was done using default parameters). Similarly, microsatellite
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a
b
c
OUTPUT OF SPECTRAL REPEAT FINDER
Pattern Searched :: GGCTGT 
Consensus Pattern :: GGCTGT 
Number of Copies :: 12 
12 GGGTGTGGTA GTGTGCACCT GTGGTTCTAG CTACTCGGGA GGCTGAGGTA GGAGGCTTGC 71 
        72 TTGACCCCAG GAGGTCAAGG CTGTGGTGAG CTGAGATTGT ACCATTGCAC TCTAGCCTGG 131 
       132 GCAACAGATC CAGACCTTGT CTCTA                                       156
POSITIONS:
12  18  28  34  52  65  81  90  100  106  126  150
Fig. 1. (a) Power spectrum of the microsatellite sequence M96445. The major peaks are at f = 1/2 and 1/6. (b) Sliding window analysis at
scanning frequency f = 1/6 and a window length of 96. (c) Detailed result of the SRF analysis showing the exact locations of the dispersed
hexamer repeats (shaded) that give rise to the spectral feature at f = 1/6 in (a).
sequence M65145 shows two peaks at f = 1/2 and 1/11
(Fig. 2a). It is clear from the sliding window analysis of
this sequence, at frequency f = 1/2 (Fig. 2b) and at fre-
quency f = 1/11 (Fig. 2c), that dinucleotide repeats occur
between positions 800 and 900 bp (GenBank annotation is
between 860 and 900 bp), while the 11mer repeats are loc-
ated between positions 100 and 500 bp (unannotated). SRF
analysis of the sequence reveals that the 11 base correla-
tion corresponds to a dispersed imperfect copy of the 11mer
TGACTTTGGGG (Table 1). The method of Pasquier et al.
(1998) and REPuter (Kurtz et al., 2001) did not locate either
the hexamer or the 11mer repeats in the above examples.
However, it would be interesting to point out that REPuter was
able to find repeats of varying lengths in the regions mentioned
in Table 1; clustering methods can then be used to align these
‘specific’ repeats to extract the hidden periodicity. The identi-
fication of the tandem dinucleotide repeats and the dispersed
as well as imperfect hexamer/11mer repeats clearly substanti-
ates the advantage of our method in locating hidden periodic
patterns.
When the repeats are well conserved and in tan-
dem, it frequently happens that the power spectrum has
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b
c
Fig. 2. (a) Power spectrum of the microsatellite sequence M65145.
The major peaks are at f = 1/2 and 1/11. (b) Sliding window
analysis at scanning frequency f = 1/2 and a window length of
100. The doublet repeats are located between positions 800 and
900 bp. (c) Sliding window analysis at scanning frequency f = 1/11
and a window length of 99. The 11mer repeats are located between
positions 100 and 500 bp.
Table 1. 11mer repeats in the microsatellite sequence M65145
Nucleotide position Sequence
131–141 T G A C C T T T G G G
157–167 T G A C C T T G G G G
256–266 T G A C T T T A G G G
300–310 T T T C T T T G G G G
322–332 T G A C T T T G G G G
346–356 T G A T T T T G A G G
411–421 T G A C T T T G A A G
458–468 T G A C T C T G G G G
634–644 T G G C T T G G G G G
738–748 T G T C T C T G G G G
Consensus sequence T G A C T T T G G G G
Fig. 3. Power spectrum of AE001365 (region 6001–8000 bp) of
Chromosome 2 of P.falciparum. The individual peaks are overtones
of the basic frequency f = 1/21, which is the left-most peak.
Table 2. Partial resultsa of the repeats found in two of the sections of
P. falciparum by Spectral Repeat Finder and comparison with TRF results
Accession no. Program Period size Indices Copy no.
AE001381 TRFb 24 9619–9978 14.5
SRF 10 8064–10 756 60
11c 4330–5003 12d
12 1–1114 13d
16 1440–2738 26
21c 1767–5542 30
23c 8659–10 921 14
24 5765–11 850 30
32c 10 191–12 779 11
AE001383 TRF — — —
SRF 10 3614–7665 66
10 8521–12 389 79
11c 1–1372 22d
12 13 558–14 186 19d
16 12 939–13 802 10d
18 9271–11 343 11d
50c 519–4664 12
aComplete and detailed results are available at http://www.imtech.res.in/raghava/srf/
supl/table2.html. Only repeats of length ≥10, copy number ≥10 and with percentage
matches ≥75 have been shown.
bA program to find tandem repeats only.
cThese are entirely dispersed repeats, with no occurrence of repeat units in tandem.
dConstitutes <2% of the length of the sequence.
a very characteristic fingerprint consisting of the basic
spectral peak at frequency 1/N and the overtones at
k/N , k = 2, 3, . . . , (N/2). In such cases, the left-most
peak of the spectrum represents the actual length of the
repeats. An example of such a spectrum, deriving from
Chromosome 2 of Plasmodium falciparum (AE001365,
6001–8000 bp), having 21 bp repeats, is shown in
Figure 3 (detailed results are available at http://www.imtech.
res.in/raghava/srf/supl/AE001365.html). Given in Table 2
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Table 3. 23mer repeats present in AE001381 of P. falciparum
Nucleotide position Sequence
9322–9344 T C C A A G A T A A T A T T T T C T T C T T C
9544–9566 T C A T T T A A A A A A T T T T T T T T T T C
9646–9668 T T A T G T A A A A T A T T T T C C T C C T C
9670–9692 T T A T A T A A A A T A T T T T C T T C T T C
9697–9719 T T A T G T A A A A T A T T T T C C T C T T C
9721–9743 T T A T G T A A A A T G T T T T C C T C T T C
9748–9770 T T A T G T A A A A T A T T T T C C T C C T C
9772–9794 T T A T A T A A A A T G T T T T C C T C T T C
9799–9821 T T A T G T A A A A T A T T T T C C T C C T C
9823–9845 T T A T A T A A A A T A T T T T C C T C T T C
9850–9872 T T A T G T A A A A T A T T T T C T T C T T C
9898–9920 T T A T G T A A A A T A T G T T C C T C T T C
9922–9944 T T A T G T A A A A T A T T T T C C T C T T C
9946–9968 T T A T T T A T A A T A T T T T C C C C T T C
Consensus sequence T T A T G T A A A A T A T T T T C C T C T T C
are results from our analysis of two other sections of
Chromosome 2, and a detailed comparison is made with
the predictions of TRF. One of the dispersed repeats
identified in Table 2 by our technique is shown explicitly in
Table 3.
DISCUSSION
The location of repetitive DNA segments is currently a prob-
lem of considerable importance. We have presented here a
spectral method, SRF, which has the potential to identify and
locate direct repeats present within a sequence. While the
significance of micro- and minisatellites is known to some
extent, the biological significance of latent periodicities that
show up as significant peaks in the power spectrum of a DNA
sequence is not apparent at present. However, the large- and
small-scale structure of genomic DNA is only beginning to be
understood, and it is likely that these weakly periodic struc-
tures have some importance, either functionally or from an
evolutionary point of view.
Although it would seem a very natural technique to apply for
the analysis of repetitive sequences, spectral analysis has not
so far been used extensively in the problem of repeat detection.
Some earlier studies have indeed used the power spectrum
and the correlation function in order to identify periodicities
within DNA sequences, but a systematic use of such measures
to locate repeats has been lacking.
One practical problem in identifying repetitive DNA is
that the repeated elements can vary in length due to inser-
tions and deletions, and even when they are of the same
length, they can differ considerably due to substitutions.
String-matching based algorithms for finding repeats require
the specification of error tolerances. By making the match
conditions more stringent, only exact or near exact repeats
are located. With more relaxed tolerance levels, more
approximate repeats can be found, but their significance is
doubtful.
In contrast, a correlation based technique, or equivalently a
power spectral technique, averages information over the entire
DNA sequence. Such methods operate in a different manner
from string matching and are thus sensitive to latent period-
icities. The method that we have presented here, SRF, extends
the previously suggested algorithm, GeneScan (Tiwari et al.,
1997), for coding sequence identification (which is based on
detecting the three-base periodicity that is characteristic of
protein-coding DNA sequences). Like GeneScan, SRF is an
ab initio technique since no prior assumptions need to be
made regarding the repeat length, its fidelity or whether the
repeats are in tandem or not. A DNA sequence is converted
into a digital signal whose power spectrum is computed via
the discrete Fourier transform. Repeats show up as peaks of
high intensity in the power spectrum, but this varies with the
relative number of repeats. A large number of exact tandem
repeats give rise to a very strong signal; the quality of the sig-
nal degrades with dispersion as well as when the repeats lose
fidelity either through substitutions or through insertions and
deletions that change the length of the repeat unit (Fig. 4).
We have also found from simulations that the relationship
between the percentage of repeats present and signal strength
(or peak height) is almost quadratic for exact tandem repeats.
In these simulations, exact repeats were tandemly inserted, in
artificially constructed random DNA sequences (the power
spectra of which were essentially Gaussian white noise).
Similar experiments with artificially constructed sequences
containing completely dispersed or imperfect tandem repeats
all suggest that a spectral technique can successfully identify
such repeats even when they constitute as little as 2% of the
entire sequence.
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Fig. 4. Signal-to-noise ratio versus percentage of repeats present in
the sequence for artificially constructed sequences containing 5 bp
units as tandem repeats (filled squares), completely dispersed repeats
(filled circles) and imperfect tandem repeats with point mutations
and indels (filled triangles). Results have been averaged over several
realizations and represent typical variations. As can be seen, the
signal strength degrades with both imperfection (here, Pmut = 0.18
per site and Pindel = 0.02 per site) and dispersion.
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